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Canada Post Wins Out, Seniors Lose 
 

Montreal, December 11 – The Réseau FADOQ believes that seniors as well as all disadvantaged 
people are the main losers in Canada Post’s Action Plan, which was announced today. 
 

Indeed, Canada Post’s Action Plan foresees that home delivery of mail in urban areas will gradually be 
eliminated beginning next year and replaced by the installation of community postal boxes over a 
period of five years, a measure that will affect one third of all customers. 
 

“Our municipalities are home to a growing number of seniors, of which a certain number possess 
limited mobility. In the context of those living under long-term home support, what will happen to 
seniors who are not able to make it to a postal box? Is this the end of adequate postal service for all?” 
asks Maurice Dupont, president of the Réseau FADOQ. 
 

The Réseau FADOQ deplores the lack of vision and planning that has led today to this major reform for 
which customers, in particular seniors, will pay for, as the isolation of people with limited mobility will 
increase as a result these measures. 
 

“As citizens, we pick up the pieces as we witness the ongoing degradation of postal services. In 
addition to the abandonment of home delivery, the price of stamps is soaring from $0.63 to $1.00 if 
purchased per unit, beginning March 31st. The latter measure causes prejudice to seniors who have 
trouble making ends meet, and who often use the postal service to pay their bills, as they do not have 
Internet access. A study carried out by the OECD has recently confirmed what we already knew: 
senior citizens are getting poorer. The increase in stamp prices deals yet another blow to the elderly”, 
remarks Mr. Dupont. 
 

And yet another source of concern for the Réseau FADOQ: the significant and rapid reduction of 
personnel required for Canada Post to get back on the road to profitability. Even though Canada Post 
says that this will be achieved primarily through attrition, we must ask ourselves whether certain 
experienced workers will also be short-changed in the context of this change of course that has been 
imposed by the shortcomings in planning of the government corporation. 
 

The Réseau FADOQ is made up of affiliated organizations. Its mission is to bring together people aged 
50 and over and represent them before authorities when their rights and needs have to be recognized. 
It is also their mission to organize activities and offer programs and services that respond to their needs. 
The Réseau FADOQ currently has more than 275,000 members and is the largest organization 
representing seniors in Canada.  
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